Go away, I’m
knitting.

Elizabeth
Zimmerman

Told you could
make like 30 quid if
you sold your
handknits on Etsy.

Wolf whistling at a
display in the LYS.

Stephen West
wearing swants and
riding on a unicorn
through a blaze of
fireworks.

Casting on 272
stitches then
realising it is a top
down shawl.

It’s complicated.

200g ball of pastel
acrylic DK from Aldi

Brioche

Speckled sock yarn

Spinning dryer lint
for a Tour de Fleece
challenge.

Hand dyed yarn

Want a sheep
calendar more than
one with shirtless
firemen.

I’d be rich, if I had a
cent for every time I
__________________.

Interchangeable
knitting needles
carved from
narwhal tusks.

Handspun yarn
made from cat hair.

Commenting on her
hat knitting and
finding out it’s a
cardigan.

Running out of
space for yarn at
home.

Forgetting your LYS
loyalty card.

Spending a week
deciding on your
travel WIP and an
hour packing your
clothing.

Shhh, I’m counting
stitches.

Nua Yarn

Advent Calendar of
Mini Skeins

Knitting intarsia
while drunk in a
dimly lit café.

Raglan Sleeves

Seamless

Edinburgh Yarn
Festival

Forgetting your LYS
loyalty card.

Celebrity knitting
memes.

A bath filled with
unicorn tears.

A knitting-themed
murder mystery
novel.

World Wide Knit In
Public Day

A measuring tape.

An envelope full of
glitter that explodes.

Reorganizing Ravelry
queue.

Poor stash choices.

Woollinn

Laceweight Alpaca
underpants

Two-at-a-time socks.

Sunshine and
rainbows

Pretending to care

The snood

Glow-in-the-dark
stitch markers

Hope.

Bioengineeered
faux cashmere that
pills and sheds.

Breaking into song
and dance.

Kieran Foley

Woolly Wormhead

Carol Feller

Kate Davies

Yokes

Yarn overs

Knitting with drink
stirrers and ramen
noodles

The neighbor’s
sheep

Small vs Far away

Tea and tray bake

Fair Isle knitting

The Baa-ble Hat

Pinterest

Giving 110%

Stitch markers all
over the carpet

The Rubber Bandits’
wearing knit Spar and
Tesco balaclavas.

Being a freakin’
sorcerer

Being fabulous

A pyramid of granny
squares

Hexipuﬀs

An M. Night
Shyamalan plot
twist

A time travel
paradox

Me time

My inner demons

Dark and
mysterious forces
beyond our control

Go-go gadget
_______________.

I live my life
according to the
teachings of
________________.

The best present
my grandma ever
gave me was
__________.

Moths

Sometimes you feel
like ___________,
sometimes you
don’t.

They found
_________ in the
dumpster behind
the LYS.

Our most powerful
weapon on the day
of the zombie
apocalypse will be
_____________.

Science discovered
that beyond the
edges of the
universe, there is
only ___________.

When life gives you
___________, make
___________.

500 grams of pale
green acrylic DK
from a big box
store.

When I get drunk, I
feel that I'm an
expert on _________.

Balls

Repetitive Stress
Injury

What will be our
last chance for
salvation when the
robot overlords
take over?

Two things you
need to survive on a
deserted island.

What makes me
jealous?

In Nintendo’s new
game, you must
fight oﬀ waves of
______ in order to
save __________.

If a pot of gold is on
one end of the
rainbow, what is on
the other end?

I love the scent
of _______ in the
morning.

“Hey, Rocky, watch
me pull _______ out
of my hat!”

What is the best
way to care for
hand knits?

Hipster knitters
be like, “I’ve
known _______
for ages and now
it’s catching on.”

The power of love is
useless against
______.

The hip new trend
in yarn will be sock
singles infused with
___________.

Before I kill you,
Mr. Bond, I must
show you
__________.

Next, from J.K.
Rowling: Harry
Potter and
_________.

Introducing the amazing
superhero/ sidekick
duo: _____ and _____.

The theme for next
year’s Eurovision
Song Competition
is ______________.

Handspun yarn
made from cat hair.

Commenting on her
hat knitting and
finding out it’s a
cardigan.

What’s there a ton
of in heaven?

Shhh, I’m counting
stitches.

Forgetting your LYS
loyalty card.

__________ +
__________ =
__________

What did I bring back
from Amsterdam?

What’s my secret
power?

What’s there a ton of in
hell?

Daddy, why is
Mummy crying?

What never fails to liven
up a party?

They said we
couldn’t knit
_________ with
_________.
They were wrong.

Where all my bad
projects go to haunt me.

The elephant in the
room is
______________.

I never truly understood
_________ until I
encountered _________.

Continental Knitting

What is the one thing I
want in my casket to be
buried with me?

A group of women
acting like vultures over
_______________.

_____________. That’s
why you go to Iceland.

Alternative medicine is
now embracing the
curative powers of
____________.

Our chief weapons are
fear, surprise, and
_________.

What would grandma
find disturbing, yet oddly
charming?

_______ is proof enough
for me that God exists.

Ysolda

I'm not allowed in the
What do I secretly sleep

I brought _______ to

LYS alone anymore

with every night?

SnB... Everyone loved it.

because last time I
________.

We can never tell
my partner about
__________.

I’m not going to lie.
I despise
______________.
There, I said it.

I can drive and ________
at the same time.

What I wouldn't
give for 10 minutes
alone with ________.

I always call in sick
to work when I have
a bad case of
___________.

I was into ___________
before it was cool.

________ a day
keeps ________
away.

Damn, it feels good
to be
______________.

Speckled sock yarn

Spinning dryer lint
for a Tour de Fleece
challenge.

Everything is about
knitting. Except
knitting. Knitting is
about ____________.

I'm not allowed in the
LYS alone anymore
because last time I
_______.

Want a sheep
calendar more than
one with shirtless
firemen.

I’d be rich, if I had a
cent for every time I
__________________.

It sucks when you look

Nothing feels better

Handspun yarn
made from cat hair.

Commenting on her
hat knitting and
finding out it’s a
cardigan.

in your stash and all you
have is ___________.

than ___________ on
_____________.

It was more
Shhh, I’m counting
stitches.

Forgetting your LYS
loyalty card.

uncomfortable than
_________ at a _________
convention.

What’s the next
Happy Meal® toy?

What’s that smell?

Today on The Late Late
Show: ______________.

I drink to forget
______________.

It’s a pity that kids these
days are all getting
involved in
______________.

What do you do after
casting oﬀ a huge
project?

Real craft beer.

What’s a girl’s best
friend?

A dropped stitch.

For my next trick, I
will pull a _________
out of my project
bag.

I got 99 problems,
but __________ ain’t
one.

The first thing I every
knit was
_______________.

Go away, I’m
_________.

If crafting had a
mascot, it would be
__________.

Craftsy launches a
reality show featuring
________________.

An alpaca on roller
skates.

TSA guidelines now
prohibit ______________
on airplanes.

I get by with a little
help from
____________.

A fade of merino
sock singles

Yarn chicken.

Spending a week
deciding on your
travel WIP and an
hour packing your
clothing.

